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GOAL SETTING: A MUST-DO ! 
Here is a wonderful video on goal setting.   This 
task is a true necessity for any sports official that 
wants to improve.   

    For those of you who regularly set goals for 
yourself, I think you will pick up many new 
insights into refining your goal setting with this 
video. 


If you’ve never WRITTEN DOWN your 
goals for the season (inside your rule book 

is the perfect place), you will be SHOCKED 
to see how well this works!   


Read them regularly and VISUALIZE them daily.      
	 	 SUCCESS IS ON THE WAY ! 
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Welcome back to 
The Training Tribune! 

++++++++ 

      
WRITE 3 GOALS that 
you can visualize 
yourself accomplishing 

Some ideas : 
—I will become a 
student of the game 
by watching other refs 

—I will learn to 
recognize overlaps as 
an R2. 

—I will learn how to 
set a consistent 
tempo as an R1 


      

 
THE TRAINING TRIBUNE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N2kLnzdgcds
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FOCUSED TRAINING:   Overlaps 
One of the critical jobs of any R2 is to know 
WHERE to look for overlaps on the receiving 
team.   This video is VERY VERY detailed and an 
EXCELLENT lesson on spotting overlaps.   


      Be warned, this training is about 30 minutes 
in length and very detailed.    I suggest that you 
take it in parts and take time to “visualize” what 
the trainer, Wally Hendricks, is teaching during 
this video. 


     If you are able to watch it more than once, 
with time between viewing, it is a sure bet that 
you have GREATLY improved your ability to spot 
receiving team overlaps as an R2. 

If you have comments or suggestions that you’d like to 
see in The Training Tribune, please write to Chris 
Clemens:   chrisclemens@live.com
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 Do 
YOU set goals each 
season?  It works 
EVERY    TIME ! 

As our focus on the R2 
continues, here is a 
great video on how the 
R2 can greatly help the 
R1 on those sneaky 
touches that sometimes 
get missed.  

    Remember it is the 
job of the officiating 
TEAM to watch for 
touches on every play.

    It makes NO 
difference if it comes 
from the line judges, the 
R1, or the R2. 


mailto:chrisclemens@live.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uF7Vy7aXnTA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JcMvy5TqWyE
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      “Why I Officiate” is a story submitted by an official within the 
several states that receive this newsletter.   

“WHY I OFFICIATE” 

I started my officiating career as a baseball official. I was not officiating a 
fall season sport. A fellow high school official asked me to see if I would 
take a run at volleyball. I had been a volleyball player in high school and 
junior college gym classes. I ended up being the volleyball official when I 
was not playing in my junior college gym class. After that, I signed up with 
the high school officials’ group and started my volleyball officiating 
journey.

I had been a very experienced baseball umpire. I found volleyball and 
baseball were somewhat similar. In volleyball, a ball landing near a line is 
either in or out. In baseball, a batted ball falling near a line is either fair or 
foul. In volleyball, contacting the ball, it is either a fault or not a fault. In 
baseball, a pitch is either a ball or strike. These similarities helped me 
transition to a new sport. If you work another sport, use your other sports 
experience to help you learn your next sport.

Learning how to read and decipher a scoresheet was the most important 
thing I found out to become a good referee coming up through the ranks. 
My first match had a twenty-minute interruption because I failed to 
understand how to read a scoresheet correctly. You bet I learned my 
lesson after that experience. I studied to be a better scorekeeper and I 
have taught many new officials how to keep score correctly!

I have used my baseball umpiring and volleyball officiating career to travel 
all over the country and the world, met many people, and made many new 
friends along the way!
      My journey is not over yet.

—Submitted by a volleyball referee from California
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STICKY SITUATIONS 
FROM THE 

CASE BOOK   
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